
Robert Smith
Lead Teller Operations Specialist

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeking a position, which will allow to maximize skills in a pleasant and challenging work 
environment, as well as give me the opportunity to increase experience and potential growth 
opportunities. Extremely proactive individual, whose exceptional communication skills, and good 
client/ customer relations and organizational abilities allow me to be a good team player as well.

SKILLS

MS Word, Excel, And Quickbooks.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Teller Operations Specialist
ABC Corporation  February 2010 – March 2013 
 Processes and maintains accurate record of all transactions.
 Assesses and effectively coaches and leads the branch team by ensuring a proper review and 

coordination of various activities (cash/ATM management, night deposit review, CTR/MIL 
review, etc.) to ensure adherence to all regulatory, security and audit requirements within the
universal branch.

 Manages the customer experience by identifying opportunities to improve the customers 
financial wellbeing. Collaborates with ecosystem partners to grow the customers share of 
wallet. Demonstrates expertise in the banks policies and processes to manage within the 
banks risk appetite.

 Coaches and leads team members with operational/risk activities and monitors adherence to 
policies and procedures. Supports universal branch leadership in managing the risk process of
the universal branch through proper oversight and adherence to regulatory, security and 
audit requirements. Exercises sound decision making to identify and mitigate the potential 
risk

 Delivers a full PNC conversation with every client interaction to identify the appropriate PNC 
solutions.

 Leverages ecosystem partnerships as well as community centers of influence to acquire, 
expand and retain relationships.

 Creates customer loyalty and grows customer share of wallet through a differentiated 
customer experience. Performs lobby engagement activities to connect with customers and 
position PNC products to meet their needs. Educates customers on options for managing 
financial transactions by leveraging technology, tools, and resources.

Lead Teller Operations Specialist
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2010 
 Managed branch operations responsibilities include daily quality control to ensuring 

satisfactory audit ratings, administering critical operational tasks to minimize risks and losses,
maintaining high standards for security and account opening activities, helping to ensure the 
entire branch staff is trained and follows policies and procedures, and operating within the 
guidelines of Chases Code of Conduct.

 Supported the Branch Manager and mentored Tellers to accurately handle customer 
transactions and to provide great customer service.

 Ensured that we were meeting the needs of the customers, based on customer traffic and 
branch hours, and regularly assisted with Teller transactions and also managed the Teller 
schedule.

 Additionally, I instructed Tellers on how to make safe and simple sales referrals to bankers.
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 Assisted employees with customer interactions, in addition to teller transactions, during peak 
periods, I would aid bankers with maintenance of customers accounts.

 Helped the Branch Manager with communication of branch performance and priorities during 
daily meetings and throughout the day.

 Successfully balanced my cash drawer daily and branch vault weekly.

EDUCATION

A.A in Accounting - 2013(Pasadena, CA)
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